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Abstract—Research into the topology control of Wireless Sen-

sor Networks (WSNs) is geared towards modeling and analysis

of methods that may be potentially harnessed to optimize the

structure of connections. However, in practice, the ideas and

concepts provided by researchers have actually been rarely

used by network designers, while sensor systems that have al-

ready been deployed and are under continued development in

urban environments frequently differ from the patterns and

research models available. Moreover, easy access to diversi-

fied wireless technologies enabling new solutions to be empir-

ically developed and popularized has also been conducive to

strengthening this particular trend.

Keywords—empirical approach, node deployment, sensor net-

work, topology control, urban environment, WSN.

1. Introduction

The need to use devices that provide measurement data and
those that transport thus obtained information to a destina-
tion point usually located deep inside the network is an
inextricable element defining the operation of any Wire-
less Sensor Network (WSN) [1]. Hence, with reference to
WSN, a sensor is typically understood not only as a com-
ponent that performs measurements, but also as an entire
small-size network node. This small and highly specialized
microcomputer should be equipped with measurement sen-
sors, but also with its own power supply, a wireless commu-
nication module, a microcontroller or microprocessor and
memory [2]. In addition, other components defining the
applications area, e.g. a GPS signal receiver or relays that
make the control of external actuators possible [3], may be
required as well.
Initially, work on sensor networks involved the individual
authors’ own hardware designs, mainly due to the lack
of commercial availability of dedicated products. As re-
cently as 5–10 years ago, sensor platforms belonging to the
MICA2, MICAz and TelosB families were considered to
be the most advanced and were most widely accepted by
researchers. Over the past few years, general-purpose em-
bedded platforms, such as the Arduino UNO, equipped with
the ZigBee module, or the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B which
provides IEEE 802.11b/g/n and Bluetooth 4.1 wireless con-
nectivity, seem to be used increasingly frequently. Because

of their easy availability, affordable pricing and numerous
configuration options, they enable researchers, enthusiasts
and innovators alike to design and deploy sensor networks
or sensor-like networks [4]–[8].

Another factor that supports the development and imple-
mentation of WSNs is the increasing coverage ensured by
different wireless access networks [9]–[12] that can be used
to transfer data. Moreover, Low-Power Wide-Area Network
(LPWAN) technologies that support long-range low bit rate
and energy efficient communication in sub-1 GHz frequen-
cies are being developed (e.g. by LoRa Alliance, SigFox
and Weightless SIG). In urban environments, such network
infrastructure may be found, most frequently, on top of
high-rise structures (see Fig. 1), i.e. mounted on masts or
placed on rooftops of buildings, as well as at more un-
usual locations such as, for instance, on the branches of an
artificial tree on the slope of a hill or in palm trees. Fur-
thermore, components providing access to different local
(short-range) wireless networks are common inside office
and apartment buildings as well.

What becomes more and more apparent is the fact that
objects which at first glance are a far cry from simple sen-
sor nodes, here understood as devices with limited com-
putational capabilities and battery-based power supply, are
now being equipped with integrated sensor capabilities.
In real-life applications, sensor functions are performed,
ever more frequently, by vehicles and consumer devices,
such as residential water meters, mobile phones and sports
watches. They are often called smart objects and are con-
sidered to be capable of providing additional functionalities.
Objects such as these may be combined to form an inte-
grated system and are capable of cooperating to complete
more complex and context-related tasks [13], [14]. They
are often combined with additional analytical tools and
distributed resources provided by cloud computing [15].
The ever-increasing potential in terms of the range of ap-
plications for sensor-based or sensor-like devices, which
are already perceived as one of the components of the
Internet of Things (IoT), is followed, within the domains
of research and product marketing alike, by the need for
their further differentiation. Subsequent subcategories with
their particular functionalities and purposes clearly iden-
tified emerge [16], [17], including Vehicular Sensor Net-
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Fig. 1. A rooftop cellular and IEEE 802.11 networks base station (left) (Poznań, Poland, July 2011), an artificial tree used as a base
station on a hillside (middle) (Sophia Antipolis, France, March 2016), a wireless station on a palm tree (right) (Athens, Greece, October
2013).

works (VSNs), Body Area Networks (BANs), home au-
tomation, smart factory or smart city, just to name a few.
All of them, however, have one thing in common – they
perform measurements and rely on wireless communica-
tion solutions [18].
In recent developments, attention is attached not only to
functionality-related issues, but also to considerations re-
lated to the nature of the processes involved and to system
of connections. The structure of connections and the way
they are used depend on the environment and the condi-
tions in which the network is operating, as well as on the
assumptions made and the tasks that are to be performed.
Such circumstances are often investigated in simulations of
the required type [19]. It may be stated, based on the au-
thor’s research, that the implementation phase is of a dual
nature. It is sometimes preceded by a long-term research
study (lasting for years), but more often simply follows the
product development stage. This leads to a certain disso-
nance between research and actual implementation prac-
tices. On the one hand, the results of novel research re-
lated to optimization methods can be relied upon [20].
On the other, however, in response to changeable business
needs, well-established technologies and solutions are con-
tinuously used, while the very vision of the sensor network
is either being simplified or modified so that it meets the
requirement of quick execution of ideas and commercial
adaptation of the product to the needs of the market.
The above observation partly coincides with the opinion,
as presented in [21], that “although new topology control

algorithms are presented on a regular basis, topology con-

trol has never made the breakthrough in real-world deploy-

ments”, and may be accompanied by a statement that the
obstacles faced include the following: unrealistic assump-
tions, unsuitable graph structures, application agnosticism,
unclear role in the stack and insufficient framework support.
The arguments presented included insufficient utilization
of graph-based methods for optimization of the structures
of typical WSNs. In the author’s opinion, with real-life
implementations of sensor-type networks, it is rather the
market situation and the way in which innovative products

and services are created that is largely decisive for the ap-
proach adopted with regard to topology issues. As a conse-
quence of this attitude, this paper provides a juxtaposition
between theoretical and research-based views on the man-
ner in which the structures of WSNs are managed on the
one hand, and the empirical approach to deployment and
implementation of sensor-based systems, as seen by a net-
work architect with practical experience, on the other. The
presentation is based on the author’s experience with vari-
ous networks and his involvement in tests pertaining to the
networks under scrutiny.
Section 2 provides a definition of the notion of topology
control, whereas Section 3 presents two types of physical
arrangements of nodes that may be found in practice. Both
categories are illustrated with examples of real systems.
Conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. General Objectives of Network
Topology Control

Network topology is typically understood to be a model that
describes the structure of connections between the elements
within a given network [22] and is frequently presented in
the form of a graph G = (V ,E ), where V denotes the set of
vertices (in other words nodes, such as sensors), whereas E

is the set of edges (i.e. connections) between vertices [23].
This notation may refer to both physical relations (rela-
tive arrangement of nodes and connections between them,
directly stemming from the properties of the transmission
medium applied) and logical relations (an operational con-
figuration based method for transmitting data via the net-
work from the starting point to the end point, between the
elements of the network’s infrastructure [24]. As a result,
physical and logical topologies may be distinguished [25].

Topology control is a related notion and in general encom-
passes different aspects related to planning, maintenance
and adaptation of the system of connections within a given
network [26]. Topology management is an alternative term
used on some occasions [27], [28].
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In its broadest and the most diverse scope, topology control
is closely connected with wireless networks, not only due
to the variable character of radio communications, but also
due to the particular features of devices that rely on wireless
transmission. Topology control is distinctively illustrated
with regard to the ad-hoc networks [29]–[31], and becomes
of special significance within the WSN context. As the
development of sensor networks progresses, this issue is
gaining in importance and reflects the increasingly more
detail-oriented and extensive scrutiny of each of the aspects
influencing the network structure.
Santi states that “topology control is the art of coordinat-

ing nodes’ decisions regarding their transmitting ranges, in

order to generate a network with the desired properties,

e.g. connectivity, while reducing node energy consumption

and/or increasing network capacity’’ [26]. Labrador and
Wightman point out, more broadly, that “topology control is

the reorganization and management of node parameters and

modes of operation from time to time to modify the topol-

ogy of the network with the goal of extending its lifetime

while preserving important characteristics, such as network

and sensing connectivity and coverage” [32]. At the same
time, they emphasize that the above definition refers not
only to the control of the transmitting power of sensors,
but also to turning on and shutting off nodes depending on
current needs. Aziz et al. provide the following definition
“topology control is a technique that uses any controlled

network parameter to generate and maintain a topology for

the benefits of reducing energy consumption and achieving

a desired property for an entire network” [33]. Li et al.
present, in turn, a view that topology control is a fundamen-
tal benchmark “which characterizes how well a sensing field

is monitored and how well each pair of sensors is mutually

connected in WSNs” [34]. Consequently, studies related
to topology control may include investigations into oper-
ational management and transmitting power control of ra-
dio modules [35], [36], energy-harvesting [37], interference
prediction [38], as well as sensor placement [39], network
coverage [40], logical network structure and message rout-
ing [41], [42], node functional diversification and hierarchy
(e.g. chaining [43], and clustering [44]).
Having closely examined the development of this particular
domain and taking advantage of the definitions presented
above, it can be generalized that the term topology control

covers all activities intended to influence the physical or
logical structure of a network in order to optimize the way
the network executes its tasks while retaining the expected
properties.

3. Sensor Nodes Deployment

Node deployment is the basic element that influences the
way the topology of a sensor network is controlled [1], [45].
Moreover, the empirical practices related to topology con-
trol in commercially-oriented ventures, as discussed in the
following sections, seem to focus, first and foremost, on the
distribution of nodes.

In real applications, depending on particular requirements
or environmental conditions in which a given sensor net-
work operates, random [40] or deterministic [46] distribu-
tion of network nodes may be distinguished. This distri-
bution may be predicted at the designing stage, or can be
partly or totally random in a dynamically changing work-
ing environment. In many real applications it is difficult or
even impossible to assign a given type of node distribution
within a network (or a part thereof) to just one of two cat-
egories. One should not forget that each sensor structure
is characterized by a certain degree of determinism (there-
fore also a degree of randomness) that will vary along with
changes in the external environment, though frequently to
an extent that can be neglected in a given application.
The following subsections discuss both types of node de-
ployment schemes that may be encountered in urban en-
vironments, i.e. random deployment and deterministic de-
ployment, and provide examples of their implementations.

3.1. Random Deployment

Since the very beginning of work on WSNs, a general view
has prevailed in the literature of the subject that random de-
ployment of nodes [40] is the fundamental approach, serves
as the point of departure while constructing WSNs and is
typical of this group. One of the basic areas of application
for such a network is monitoring the parameters of the
natural environment (e.g. temperature or pressure) [47].
Much attention has been then given to methods for random
deployment of sensors, while one of the most frequently
mentioned examples illustrating the above would be a situ-
ation in which sensor devices are dropped from an aircraft
over the area to be monitored [48].
The sheer multitude of potential applications of sensor net-
works that has been identified over nearly two past decades
has led to numerous complex concepts related to the con-
struction of the networks’ physical topologies. Many of
them depart from randomness of node deployment, under-
stood in the direct and unconditional manner, by introduc-
ing some kind of order. In the author’s opinion, one of
the most interesting scenarios is a network in which the
sensors are deployed in an unknown working environment,
with the process carried out according to a predefined al-
gorithm and based on information obtained during actual
deployment [49].
Other networks that should also be noted within this con-
text include VSNs, in which a sensor network typically
covers the intended area – a road and its closest sur-
roundings – and may be spread over tens or even hun-
dreds of kilometers. In the case of such networks, one may
speak of a combination of randomness and determinism,
i.e. a certain portion of the sensors are deployed perma-
nently alongside the road, while the sensors that commu-
nicate with them are those that may be deployed in vehi-
cles. Their distribution is random in such a case and they
frequently remain beyond the control of sensor networks’
operators [50]. Vehicles may be then viewed as mobile
agents that perform not only tasks assigned to them, but also
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additional functions that relate to stationary sensors [51].
Currently, it is rare that nodes in such systems communi-
cate between one another, because typically the exchange
of information is performed with a central point only (e.g.
a control center or a data collection software). Further-
more, in the case of VSN, it is common to omit is-
sues related to limitations of energy sources or compu-
tational power – so important in traditional WSNs [52].
This is why the largest number of implemented examples
of sensor-type and sensor-like networks may be found in the
group of systems related to transport and presented in the
subsequent subsections. It is worthwhile noticing, at this
point, that the largest systems of this type, based on smart-
phones that serve as mobile agents, form today’s most
widely used sensor networks and that their number and
scope of functionalities are depicted by a continuous up-
ward trend.

3.1.1. Mobile Measurement Agent within INEA

Network

Following the research studies initiated by the author and
carried out together with the associates from INEA, a re-
gional Polish telecommunications operator, it was possible
to perform measurements related to the operation of ra-
dio networks that are based on the IEEE 802.11 family of
communication standards [53]. A detailed description of
the tests and an analysis of the results obtained are pre-
sented in [11], while the conclusions from this work are
presented below.
The first group of experiments was performed using access
points providing wireless Internet access, with the use of
the 2.4 GHz band, to the passengers of 330 public trans-
port vehicles in Poznań and Konin, two cities in the Greater
Poland region. The movement of those agents was beyond
any control of the telecommunications network operator
because it was the transport operator that decided about
the movement of the vehicles involved, at the same time
impacting the topology of the network. By relying on de-
vices known as RouterBoard RB751U, deployed in trams
and buses and equipped with a 2.5 dBi antenna and a 4G
cellular network modem-based uplink (providing Internet
connection), a collection of samples was performed in each
vehicle once every 15 minute. The important parameters
included noise floor level (background noise), expressed in
dBm, and the values of the Received Signal Strength In-
dicator (RSSI) related to each of the connected users were
recorded. In this way, reliable around-the-clock distribu-
tions for the urban environment were obtained, thus allow-
ing a technical and a business analysis useful for INEA to
be performed.
The around-the-clock distribution of the average noise floor
that occurred over the period of one month was particularly
interesting. In order to verify the distributions observed,
they were compared with the results obtained with the help
of 10 stationary INEA access points operating in the 5 GHz
band, located on masts and on rooftops. It turned out that
both trends were nearly identical, which is clearly visible

Fig. 2. Average noise floor observed with the use of INEA’s
IEEE 802.11 access points.

in Fig. 2. Each point in the graph corresponds to the aver-
age value from a given month, whereas confidence intervals
correspond to standard deviation. Because the comparison
involved a mobile network and a stationary network, both
operating in different environmental conditions and with
the application of antennas with a much higher gain and
on other frequencies, the conclusion drawn is the changes
in noise floor were mainly caused by external factors and
were not typical of human activity. Further studies were
conducted in 2017 with the use of a stationary 3.5 GHz
IEEE 802.16e WiMAX network, yielding similar charac-
teristics and suggesting that they may result, in addition
to other factors that are yet to be identified, from ambient
temperature [54] changes.
The other group of experiments involved issues related to
the operation of more than 20 thousand fixed residential Wi-
Fi hotspots, i.e. IEEE 802.11 access points that were located
at INEA customers’ homes. Each INEA subscriber takes
advantage of a community Wi-Fi service based on home
routers connected to the INEA HotSpot WiFi network.
The experience of mobile users was verified using a smart-
phone equipped with an IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n/ac (2x2
MIMO) radio module, GPS and GLONASS navigation re-
ceiver, as well as measurement and communication free-
ware. The test to be carried out involved measurements of
signal parameters and extraction of technical information
for each Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID) observed.
During the test, the user was moving, with the smartphone,
on the sidewalk, between multi-story apartment buildings
in council housing estates built in the 1970s. It was ob-
served that 313 out of 1874 BSSIDs used the Service
Set Identifier (SSID) with the name INEA HotSpot WiFi.
The tests performed indicate that 59% of INEA residen-
tial hotspots could have been used for conversations with
the use of Voice over IP (VoIP), provided that the user
standing on a sidewalk was connected to the access point
and that the strength of the signal received was not lower
than −75 dBm.

3.1.2. Yanosik Driving Assistant and notiOne Location

Beacon

The development of mobile radio-location systems, as well
as increasingly common packet data transmission has led
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Fig. 3. Poznań city center road traffic map presented by Yanosik (ver. 3.1.1.1), 9 May 2017.

to widespread use, among drivers, of sensor systems based
on mobile agents. No statistical comparisons are avail-
able that would illustrate the popularity of particular so-
lutions, but, based on market observations, one may come
to a conclusion that the Yanosik driving assistant, operated
by a Poznań-based company named Neptis, is the leading
platform among Polish drivers. On the global scale, such
applications as Google Maps, HERE WeGo and Waze are
based on similar concepts.

The Yanosik driving assistant is primarily a system used for
exchanging information and warnings between drivers, re-
lying on dedicated devices and smartphones (a special free
app has to be installed). Both devices need to be wirelessly
connected to the Internet (usually via a cellular network)
to act as mobile agents. Vehicles (devices) do not commu-
nicate directly with other road users because the entirety
of the exchange of information is performed on the cen-
tral operator’s host platform. This network has a dynami-
cally variable random topology of the logical star type, in
which the location of nodes depends on the situation on
the road.

Drivers who report events, such as road accidents, road
works or a police patrol, are the source of information.
Along with a report, additional information is forwarded
on the user’s location. A smartphone with the Yanosik app
may be also used as a navigation system with real-time traf-
fic service. As indicated in a release issued to the author
by Neptis in April 2017, at its peak times, the system is
used by over 150,000 concurrent users, which means that
it comprises the same number of sensor nodes. The fur-
ther processing of data makes it possible to develop real
time traffic intensity maps (Fig. 3). In addition, the author
was shown the results of an investigation that demonstrated
the use of information gathered from sensors embedded in
smartphones (accelerometers and gyroscopes) in order to
evaluate the quality of roads and driving comfort. This
enabled data on vibrations experienced by drivers and ve-
hicles, while in motion, to be analyzed. The smoothness
of traffic flow and the average speed were studied as well.

In more complex network topologies, smartphones offer
wireless interfaces of different types and make it possible
to connect with devices of other types to execute additional
agent functions. This provides a basis for the operation of
devices known as notiOne, which are the so-called beacons
(see Fig. 4). These simple and small-scale mobile transmit-
ters broadcast signal that includes a device identifier and
may be received by smartphones that happen to be in the
vicinity. In this way, the location of the beacon is approxi-
mated based on the accurate location of the smartphone that
received the beacon’s signal. Effectiveness and accuracy of
such geolocation depends on the number of nearby smart-
phones on which software co-operating with the system has
been installed.

Fig. 4. Opened notiOne beacon with a CR1632 button cell
battery.

The beacon may be attached to a key pendant or a dog
collar, so that if lost, it makes it possible to easily obtain
information on its location by means of a dedicated app.
The location highlighted on the map will indicate the spot
where the beacon’s signal was received for the last time.
The notiOne device is powered by a button cell battery that
allows the device to work for nearly one year, with the range
up to 90 m using Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy connectivity.
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3.1.3. The Veniam System

The activity of Veniam serves as a good example of a suc-
cessful implementation of research work on mobile sen-
sor networks in a commercial product. The company’s
founders, Barros, Cardote, and Sargento, were previously
involved in research on mobile and sensor networks, among
others [55]–[58]. In 2003, as a result of their work, com-
missioned by city authorities, Veniam launched in Porto,
Portugal, a mobile wireless network targeting to collect the
results of measurements performed in the urban environ-
ment and improving the operational efficacy of the city’s
transport and service utility vehicles. Recently, the network
comprised nearly 350 vehicles (buses, police cars, garbage
trucks, taxi cabs) [59]. These vehicles are equipped with
a device that serves as an access point (with a network in-
terface, etc.) known as NetRider. To provide connectivity,
radio base stations are used, operating in the bandwidth
of 5.9 GHz according to the IEEE 802.11p standard for
the mobile environment, in particular for the so-called In-
telligent Transport Systems (ITS) [60]. Each access point
serves as an IEEE 802.11g Wi-Fi hotspot and makes the In-
ternet available to passengers. Sensors are placed inside ve-
hicles to make environmental measurements and to monitor
the fleet. The vehicles may communicate with one another
and serve as mobile transceivers (called mobile relays) [28],
making indirect, real time communication between the con-
trol system and the out of range vehicles possible. In turn,
when communication in real time is not possible or suffers
from delays, thus forming, in fact, a delay tolerant network
(DTN), a function of data extraction and temporary buffer-
ing, most frequently called data MULE (Mobile Ubiquitous
LAN Extension) [61], is performed. If a vehicle that passed
near a stationary sensor located at the edge of the road is
just outside the base station coverage, the reading is taken
(receiving a portion of data using IEEE 802.11 or Blue-
tooth) by using the local memory of the mobile agent, with
data forwarded to the central repository once the connec-
tion with the base station has been reestablished [62]. The
system employs a complex and variable topology of con-

nections that is successfully created by means of different
models and methods for wireless communication.
The author has had a chance to examine the Veniam net-
work’s control and management panel. The virtual environ-
ment software makes it possible to monitor the network in
real time and to store and analyze the data extracted. The
location of any vehicle is presented, just as are the estimated
range of the hotspot and the live traffic intensity map for
the area covered.

3.1.4. Automated Road Passenger Transport

Transport automation is another area of sensor applications
that is currently under development. One of the leading
European projects in this area was CityMobil2, launched
in 2012 and concluded in August 2016, co-financed under
the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme [63].
The goal was to create a pilot automated passenger road
transport platform with automated and autonomous vehi-
cles, and to carry out tests in a number of European urban
environments [64]. The platform was made up of electric
vehicles, i.e. mini buses equipped with wireless interfaces
for communication with the control center, as well as with
sensors necessary for the unmanned vehicles to operate.
The entire system used a central controller that gathered
data transmitted by the vehicles and controlled the vehicle
movement, hence the physical network topology. In ad-
dition, the personnel was capable of override the control
system.
In 2016, the author had a chance to visit a demonstra-
tion route used by autonomous vehicles in the French
Sophia-Antipolis technology park, and took a ride in the
EasyMile EZ10 autonomous vehicle shown in Fig. 5. The
one-kilometer test lane with five stops was used by three
autonomous shuttle service vehicles, each with the capac-
ity of 9 passengers. By using a GPS receiver, proximity
detectors and accelerometers, the vehicles were capable of
adjusting the driving speed to other road users and avoided
obstacles or, alternatively, stopped before them if avoid-
ing the obstacle was impossible. When this was the case,

Fig. 5. EasyMile EZ10 (left), dedicated bus lane (middle), and autonomous vehicle precedence sign (right) (Sophia Antipolis, France,
2016).
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the vehicles were sending information to the control center,
requesting operator’s intervention.
The primary reason for the operator’s presence in the au-
tonomous vehicle was, according to the operator, the re-
striction imposed by applicable French legal regulations
that do not allow vehicles to be admitted to streets and
roads without a person authorized to drive them on board.
The other reason was the occurrence of a potentially dan-
gerous situation, due to the pilot stage of the project. In
fact, this turned out to be necessary when, for example, the
board computer crashed, when a situation occurred on the
road that had not been foreseen in the control algorithms
applied, or when an uncontrollable panic attack took place
among the passengers.
During the tests, a collision of a car driven by a human and
one of the unmanned vehicles occurred at the only crossing
of the dedicated bus lane with a general traffic road, and
as a result the presence of the operator also turned out to
be necessary. Following this accident, to make the test
and demonstration route more conspicuous to other road
users, it was additionally marked with noticeable posters,
and a STOP traffic sign with a visible note “priorité navette

autonome” (French for “priority for the autonomous shuttle

bus”), as shown in Fig. 5, was installed.
The tests have shown how diversified problems need to be
foreseen and predicted while designing autonomous sys-
tems operating in a dynamically changing environment.
Moreover, more integrated and complex information is to
be extracted by means of different sensors, enabling a fast
and reliable interpretation of the road traffic situation.

3.2. Deterministic Deployment

Deterministic deployment of nodes in WSNs is the sec-
ond category identified in the process of creating physical
topologies. For example, some of industrial WSNs are ca-
pable of using fixed or controllable node deployment (distri-
bution) schemes. This type of a network would be tasked,
for example, with monitoring the vibration signatures to
predict maintenance needs [65]. Manually deployed sensor
networks with cameras and microphones [66] are also be-

ing considered for implementation. In addition, in various
research projects related to natural environment monitor-
ing, sensors are deployed manually. This makes it possible
to adjust network topology to the nature of phenomena ob-
served and to the assumptions based on which the experi-
ments are to be carried out. As often as not the location
of nodes remains deterministic (in most cases it changes
slowly or remains fixed) during their service life (e.g. this
is the case with investigations concerning volcanic phe-
nomena [45]). The deployment of nodes or the range of
their relocation makes it possible to prolong the operating
time of a network. This can be also achieved, for example,
by securing such distances between sensors that would en-
able the routing mechanisms applied to remain operable in
the most effective way, without the need to manipulate the
power of transceivers [1], [39].
In consumer applications, home automation systems (other-
wise known as smart home systems) become increasingly
popular. Usually, they have the features of a small-scale
sensor network and take advantage of wireless communi-
cation protocols, such as Bluetooth Low Energy, ZigBee,
Z-Wave and 6LoWPAN [67]. Their physical topology is
usually determined at the installation stage due to the op-
erational range being limited to just one property, whereas
network communication takes place predominantly directly
between the node and the base station (control center), and
only occasionally with the use of intermediary network
nodes [68]. In multi-family houses, radio-enabled electric-
ity meters [69] or water meters [70] may also be found,
often placed inconspicuously but effective in performing
their measuring functions.

3.2.1. Sensor Network in Cisco openBerlin Innovation

Center

The sensor network launched in Berlin, Germany, at the
Cisco openBerlin Innovation Center, is an example of the
deterministic deployment scheme. The network is used both
as a backbone of a smart home system and as a testbed on
which research projects of companies affiliated with open-
Berlin are evaluated [71] (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Cisco openBerlin Innovation Center (left) and Bosch XDK110 based sensor network (right) (Berlin, Germany, 2016).
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The author had a chance to examine the components of the
test and demonstration set, as well as to verify the topology
of the network deployed within the building that consisted
of several hundred nodes. The node hardware is based on
the Bosch XDK platform. The devices are located at dif-
ferent places, including cable support ceiling systems in
the office section or near ceiling joists in the recreational
section, as shown in Fig. 6, and are marked with dotted
circles. The Bosch XDK110 node is a hardware component
equipped with a 32-bit ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller,
1 MB Flash memory, 128 KB RAM, a Micro SD card
reader, Bluetooth 4.0 Low Energy and IEEE 802.11b/g/n
modules, 560 mAh rechargeable battery and contains 8 sen-
sors: an accelerometer, a gyroscope, a magnetometer, as
well as humidity, pressure, temperature, acoustic and light
sensors. The network is used as a source of data for the
system developed by an IoT company known as Relayr,
and allows temperature and lighting inside the building to
be controlled.

3.2.2. Fibaro Home Automation System

The Fibaro home automation system comprises a host con-
troller that wirelessly manages the attached sensors and ac-
tuators (Fig. 7). The sensors include smoke, flood and mo-
tion detectors, door or window opening sensors, as well as
a universal device that allows any sensor with a binary out-
put to be added to the system. In addition, such components
as a switch-key in the electric wall socket enclosure with
an energy consumption measurement functionality, roller
and gate shutters, lighting controller or relay switches may
also be used. The system is capable of co-operating with
a home weather station, wireless speakers or cameras.

Fig. 7. Components of FIBARO home automation system.

It should be stressed that components of the Fibaro sys-
tems communicate via the Z-Wave protocol, and not via
IEEE 802.15.4 ZigBee [72] that is in common use in re-
search environments. The Z-Wave protocol was initially de-
veloped by the ZenSys, and was then largely used by the
standardization organization ITU-T for the development of
the G.9959 recommendation [73]. Radio communication
relying on the Z-Wave protocol uses, in Europe, primar-
ily the 868.42 MHz frequency band, but systems for the
2.4 GHz band are available as well. Data is routed be-
tween network nodes by assigning identifiers, whereas the
throughput is not more than 40 kbps [74]. For a com-
mercially available device to be capable of making use of
the protocol, it has to be equipped by the manufacturer
with a Z-wave communication module, sold separately, and

then certified for interoperability to comply with the license
agreement.

4. Conclusions

Sensor networks continue to raise the interest of researchers
who pursue further improvements to complex problems and
propose potential innovative applications. Network tech-
nologies and hardware platforms are being developed in
parallel, while more and more types of devices are equipped
with sensor components. By striving to optimize the opera-
tion of WSNs, it is possible to make use of or draw inspira-
tion from new ingenious concepts and products. However,
despite the availability of a number of new solutions, in
today’s real-life sensor network deployments that enjoy an
established reputation among their users and are commer-
cially successful in urban environments, one may primarily
list only those that treat the idea of WSNs in a rather sim-
plified manner, or those that have been even developed in
isolation from elaborate and complex scientific research.
Hence, sensor-based systems and products are often more
loosely termed as IoT, smart home, etc. This is particu-
larly visible in the area of topology control that can be
analyzed and executed as a complex and multifaceted re-
search problem, while it is still hard to find good examples
of its implementations in which it would constitute one of
the main issues. It seems that, in practice, the prevailing
model of implementation is empirical, i.e. draws from ex-
periments, past experience, best practices and intuition. In
some implementations, network topology is even unknow-
ingly or deliberately pushed aside from the areas of interest
or remains beyond any significant interest of network de-
signers involved in a project – as a component of industry
standards or licensed protocols implemented in building
blocks relied upon.
The primary or exclusive aspect of topology control is then
reduced in its essence merely to the deployment of nodes.
In applications related to transport, randomness and vari-
ability of node deployment, and hence the physical topology
of the network, still remain the dominant element. In appli-
cations encompassing building automation systems, in turn,
it is the deterministic and static distribution of nodes es-
tablished during the installation of each of the components
that remains dominant.
Although sensor products and services available today still
remain at different, frequently early stages of development,
they allow given assumptions to be verified and lines of ac-
tion to be corrected, so that they would meet the expected
needs in the best possible way. This might be one of the
factors facilitating the introduction of sensor or sensor-like
networks into common use. This situation brilliantly illus-
trates the often overlooked significance of an appropriate
and fruitful combination of research activities and market
operability. In the area of sensor networks, a number of re-
search investigations outpace, by decades, the current mar-
ket needs or the implementation capabilities available. As
a result, despite their research excellence, they might never
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be adopted in practice in their full and extensive forms. In-
novative business enterprises may not be able to undertake
a risk or accept costs of an implementation of too complex
and seemingly expendable ideas. No wonder then that they
tend to choose ready-made and easily available components
and proven solutions that make it possible for them to focus
on functionality issues rather than on details of all-technical
aspects. This, however, is often done at the cost of get-
ting attached to license-fee paying technologies that are not
fully open and, more importantly, are developed by some
other companies. As a result, business enterprises chose
to provide Minimum Viable Product (MVP) as quickly as
possible, i.e. such a product that would in the most favor-
able way satisfy the expectations of the first group of users
and would allow the product to be further developed [75].
It is important then that scientists in their research efforts
are able to follow the market developments and try to un-
derstand current and future needs of prospective users and,
wherever possible, check and streamline their new ideas in
close cooperation with operators of already existing net-
works and systems [76]. Moreover, socially-oriented and
valuable results may be achieved when research investi-
gations provide opportunities to transform them into real
systems. Then, by gaining practical relevance, they will
have a chance to enter the mainstream and be appreciated
by standardization organizations, thus, at least to a certain
degree, be in a position to shape the way sensor networks
are implemented in the future.
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